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State for India, at OXFORD UNION - March 6, 1942.

For the title of this address I have chosen the word 'Comonwealth'. I have

done so advisedly, not because I am ashamed of the fine old word 'Empire
',

but

because the word 'commonwealth
',

technically speaking, confined to the co-operation
of the self-governing parts of the Empire, expresses our spirit and intention with

regard to the future character of the whole. I have also done so for the particular
reason that the term 'Commonwealth' not only denotes the spirit of our association,
but, has also come to denote the peculiar structure of that association.

The British Commonwealth is a free association of free nations. Whether

such an experiment can, in the long run, stand the strain either of war or of peace,
remains to be seen.

What we must realise is that we are up against a world revolution, a revolution

acting with peculiarly explosive force through particular centres of disturbance and

intensifying particular national ambitions, but yet in itself a world wide and

continuing phenomenon. We are indeed confronted, not so much by a single revolution

as by a double one, a political revolution and a technical revolution.

We, meanwhile have been carrying on in our social and political structure, on

the basis of nineteenth Century laissez faire, and are today painfully struggling to

improvise war organisation and to turn ourselves into the kind of engine of power
into which countries like Germany, Japan and Russia, turned themselves years ago.
If that is true of this country itself, it is even more true of other parts of the

British Commonwealth and of that Commonwealth regarded as a whole.

Our Commonwealth is essentially one that has grown up by the methods of

laissez faire and individual enterprise behind the shield of sea-power won at

Trafalgar. It has never contemplated the possibility of that sea power being

weakenedor of its individual members being capable of defending themselves

against a powerful adversary. Within striking distance, under modern conditions,

of Japan, Australia has grown up,
not on any planned policy of developing its

resources for defence or economic production to match possible dangers, but to such

extent an individual capital or immigration has been attracted by its opportunities,

or restricted by its legislation.

What is time of the Dominions has been even more true of that dependent Empire

for which we here have been responsible. We have looked after it to the best of

our lights within the limits of our political outlook: and within the limits of

that outlook we have no reason to be ashamed of our handiwork. It has suddenly
become the fashion after our recent defeats to decry the British Colonial system,
more particularly in the Far East.

Let me remind you all of what it has achieved and what it has stood for:

let me take Hong Kong and Singapore. There, a century ago, Britain acquired a

barren rock inhabited by a handful of fishermen and a derelict village in a mangrove

swamp. British administration, British justice and fair play, drew to those two

spots the enterprise and capital of all the world, as well as of this country, and

an eager concourse of willing workers from neighbouring countries, and made of then

two of the world's most prosperous and happy communities.

In Malaya British protection put an end to piracy and the internecine quarrels
of minor states. Without interfering with the traditions, the loyalties and way of

life of the Malay population, it found opportunities for the creative enterprise
of Europeans and the free and effective co-operation of other immigrant communities,
Chinese and Indian. All of these lived happily together in a world free both

from racial oppression and racial bitterness.
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The one thing we did not do was to prepare them for war. We neither enforced military
training on then nor taxed them, beyond a trifling local contribution in the case of

Singapore, and generous voluntary contributions from the Malay rulers, for their own

defence or the common defence of the Empire. We were proud of that policy. Today we

may realise its dangers, but it ill becomes those who, in the past, denounced the British

Empire as an empire of militarism and oppression, to complain because the peoples of

Malaya were unarmed, untrained and unused to the thought of war. It is equally absurd to

suggest that some wider measure of local self-government would have made any difference

in that respect. The example of Siam next door, or of Denmark at the other end of the

world, show well enough that independence by itself offers no guarantee of the power of a

nation's resistance.

The same is in no small measure trueof India. It has been our pride that India was

never deliberately conquered by British arms, that our empire in India grew unaided by
a handful of mainly local troops, because it was acceptable to the people of India. We

were proud too that a mere handful, again mainly of I
n
dian troops, preserved the peace

of that empire.

At the outbreak of war the Army in India numbered some 230,000 men, one soldier to

every 1,500 of the population of India, and only one British soldier to every 6,000 of

the population. Even so the main complaint of political India has always been the

inordinate scale and expense of India's military organisation. We ourselves have felt

misgivings on the score that we were asking too much of a poor country, and when,

shortly before the war, it came to the question of even a partial mechanisation of the

Indian Army, we felt it our duty to contribute towards the expense.

When the war began we had practically no equipment ourselves here, nor even enough
of the equipment with which to begin making the equipment of war, and it was at no

small sacrifice that even a portion of our growing supply of munitions and of the

equipment with which to make munitions could be spared to contribute to help India's

military expansion. Compared with the slenderness of its original resources the

Government of India has achieved wonders in the expansion, training and equipment of its

armies. But nothing could be more inconsistent than that the people who, a few years

ago, denounced the militarism of the Government of India and the crushing burdens

imposed on a poor country, by the then scale of her preparations, should now suggest
that millions of armed and trained warriors could be stamped out of the ground by some

political declaration.

It seems to me obvious that in the world of the future the organised community

and state, or group of states, must displace, whether in peace or in war, the

unorganised, just as machine production has displaced hand production. By that I do
not mean of course that the world of the future to be handed over to totalitarian or

rile regimes. On the contrary I believe that most effective and enduring of all forms

on will be that which free men work out for themselves.

Do I believe them that the British Commonwealth, if it survives this war as I

believe it will, is capable of surviving the stress of the subsequent generation?

I believe that it can so survive, but only on certain conditions. We here shall have

to recast our social and economic life in many directions and I believe we can do so

without injury to the essential character of our national life and with benefit

to every class in the community. The same is true of each of the Dominions.

It is, above all, true perhaps of I dia, whose future problem is even more a

question of raising the general standard of life and of creating that surplus above

bare existence which means both welfare and power. Nutrition, industrial development,

improvement of agricultural methods, education, these are perhaps the most important
of all issues that will face India after the war whatever her form of government.

I know there is a school of thought who would have us abandon the commonwealth

experiments in favour of some form of federal union with the United States and

possibly certain other democratic communities. I don't believe such a union is

feasible even among Anglo-Saxon communities, for our traditions though kindred have

diverged too far in the last 160 years. In any case such a federal union, if it

included Britain and the Dominions of European origin, could hardly include India.

That would in other words mean the end of an empire based, not on race, but on

institutions and ideals and upon out a dangerous vista of future racial conflicts.
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